RELASI KEKUASAAN CAK NING SURABAYA DENGAN INSTANSI TERKAIT

Abstrak:

ABSTRACT

This research tries to describe about the relation of power between Cak Ning Surabaya with relevant agencies. The purpose of the study was to answer the problems of:

First, how the relationship between the Cak Ning Surabaya with related institutions? Second, how does the experience of Cak Ning as a tourist Ambassador they experienced during tenure Ambassador tours?

This research uses descriptive research type with qualitative analysis techniques. Data collection techniques in the form of in-depth interviews using interview guides, in order to obtain a clear picture
about the focus problems in this research. Furthermore the data collected is analyzed using qualitative analysis.

Informants in this research study are ambassadors of the city of Surabaya, as many as five people including three women and two men who are members of the Association of Surabaya specified Cak Ning was purposive. To dig a deep data related to the partnership relationships with related institutions, disguising the original name of informant researchers to maintain a sense of comfort in answering questions and conduct interviews on many occasions, and to analyze the use of critical Sociology theory with the theory of hegemony-assisted power relations.

The findings in this study showed: first, the relationship of power between Cak Ning as ambassadors tours with related institutions, namely as an extension of the hand through the relevant agencies Association of Surabaya is relationship Cak Ning unbalanced relationship. With the existence of a relationship of power inside. Second: the experience of being Cak Ning Surabaya doesn't always get pleasure but sometimes often have things like not given consumption, did not dare to take a break and spend a lot to complete attribute needs Cak and Ning. Though so not adan openly or covert resistance and keep running as task responsibilities and duties to the title.
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